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What is the observatory designed to do?

• The Earth Observatories are designed to further our 

understanding of the UK subsurface by providing an accessible 

subsurface environment for world class research

• It will generate a set of baseline data in high detail, including 

shallow and deep geology, hydrogeological and near surface 

processes, and environmental and atmospheric flux

• The infrastructure will act as a test bed for innovative and 

incremental changes in technology that can acquire data at 

greater resolution, greater accuracy with greater interrogation

• 20-year research programme to underpin sustainable 

development of subsurface energy technologies
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What is the operational framework?

• The Government is investing £31m into two geological research 

facilities in a drive to make a step change in the UK’s energy 

technology capability over the next two decades. 

• The Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy 

(BEIS) released funding on 1st April 2017. 

• The research facilities are to open to the whole of the UK 

science community to be functional by 31st March 2020. 

• Funding will be available through the research councils and 

possibly commercial operations to undertake geoscience and 

energy-focussed research projects and programmes over the 

next 20 years. 
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Who, what, where, when, why and how

• Two sites: each comprising a network of deep and shallow 

research boreholes to create a matrix of well combinations for 

spatial and temporal investigations of the subsurface, to gather 

analogue and digital data, and to field test both innovative and 

incremental technologies.

• Long-term observation of the UK subsurface at new depths and 

in unprecedented levels of detail.

• Create a sustainable Community of Practice around research 

into anthropogenic subsurface activities, and how to 

communicate these changes openly and transparently.
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Who, what, where, when, why and how

• To keep Britain at forefront of geological understanding & subsurface 

energy innovation

• Owned by NERC. Delivered & operated by BGS. For the whole UK 

Science community 

• To be an exemplar of subsurface science, to help communicate 

geoscience to the public and inform popular discourse

• Three-year delivery plan: operational by 2020, decommission c. 2040

• Strategic investment in the BGS 182-year contribution to providing a 

geological evidence base for academia, industry, regulators, 

government and the public
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The preferred geological locations

• The British Geological Survey is working through the complex 

geological characterisation, technical feasibility and land access 

process to identify and ratify two UK locations that can deliver 

on the science ambition. 

• BGS would like one of the research facilities to provide a 

geothermal mine workings demonstrator site in Scotland.

• The other preferred geological location is a deep and shallow 

borehole array located within Cheshire to provide an evidence 

base for the complete range of energy technologies. 
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Science

• NERC Strategy – The Business of the Environment

http://www.nerc.ac.uk/latest/publications/strategycorporate/strategy/

• ESIOS Science Plan
http://www.nerc.ac.uk/funding/available/capital/esios/scienceplan/

• ESIOS Science and Sites

http://www.nerc.ac.uk/funding/available/capital/esios/stephenson-pres/

• ESIOS Science Advisory Group

http://www.nerc.ac.uk/funding/available/capital/esios/
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Science

ESAG membership

• Professor Zoe Shipton (Chair)

Strathclyde University

• Dr Grant Allen

University of Manchester

• Professor Mike Bickle

University of Cambridge

• Dr Andy Croxford

Environment Agency

• Professor Richard Davies

Newcastle University

• Dr Chris Green

eFrac

• Professor Mike Kendall

University of Bristol

• Professor Ally Lewis

University of York

• Professor Jonathan Lloyd

University of Manchester

• Professor John Loughhead & Dr Alison Auld

Business Engagement and Innovation Services (BEIS)

• Professor David Manning

Newcastle University

• Professor Mike Stephenson

British Geological Survey

• Professor John Underhill

Heriot-Watt University

• Professor Jim Watson

University of Sussex

• Dr Michael John Williams

Schlumberger
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Infrastructure

Array 01 Baseline Environmental 

Array 02 Baseline Seismic Wells 

Array 03 Deep well

Array 04 Cross fault well 01

Array 05 Wells Multi-sampler 01

Array 06 Wells Multi-sampler 02

Array 07 Seismic Anisotropy Wells 
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X-Fault Proposal

Indicative well proposals
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How wells deliver: Science Challenges
Science Challenges Wells enable delivery
 How fluids, often multiple fluid phases, flow through the rock 

mass

 how the chemical interactions between fluids and minerals 

modify the fluid flow and mechanical properties of the rock 

mass

 how fluid chemistry can be used to monitor the evolving 

structure of the rock mass, fluid flow and biological 

processes and mechanical processes such as cracking.

 Access to subsurface at various depths, in various 

locations, and near known subsurface structures.

 Repeated data acquisition over time.

 Acquisition of core, cuttings and spectral gas.

 Wireline logging

 Hydraulic property measurement

 Fluid flow monitoring using cross-borehole geophysics

 How stress changes either as a consequence of injecting, 

producing or mobilising fluids, or imposed deliberately, cause 

mechanical responses.

 Repeated access to subsurface at same location.

 Wireline logging.

 Potential to inject CO2, tracer or water.

 The nature of the subsurface biosphere and how it responds 

to perturbations caused by fluid flow and mechanical 

changes.

 Acquisition of cuttings, water samples and sidewall 

core over extended period.

 The effect of anthropogenic perturbations in the subsurface

 Links and feedbacks between the deep subsurface and the 

shallow subsurface and surface.

 Access to subsurface at various depths, in various 

locations, and near known subsurface structures.

 Acquisition of core, cuttings and spectral gas.

 Repeated wireline logging image logs.

 Repeated groundwater data acquisition over time.

 Time-lapse cross-hole geophysical imaging.
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How wells deliver: Research Areas
Research Areas Wells enable delivery
 Imaging complex, heterogeneous and evolving rock mass.  Resistivity Borehole Imaging (e.g. FMI/CMI) in the 

wireline logging program for the full length of the deep 

borehole and the two inclined boreholes crossing the 

faults. Data is essential for fracture studies, in-situ 

stress and sedimentological studies

 Logging of core

 Cross hole experiments, including geophysical

monitoring (e.g. electrical resistivity tomography - ERT).

 Multiphase flow in heterogeneous media.  Acquisition of core

 Repeated wireline logging over time

 Pressure and temperature monitoring

 Acquisition of fluid samples.

 ERT

 Mechanical response to artificial perturbations.  Geomechanical wireline logs

 Repeated imaging logs

 Seismic monitoring

 Mechanical sidewall coring

 Biogeochemical response to artificial perturbations.  Initial data collection while drilling.

 Repeated water sampling

 Repeated mechanical sidewall coring

 Surface-subsurface interactions and impacts.  Seismic monitoring

 Water sampling

 ERT
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How wells deliver: Experimental Requirements
Experimental Requirements Wells enable delivery
 Planning based on prior knowledge of the geological structure.  Wireline logging.

 Cross-hole geophysical imaging.

 Determination of baseline conditions (both natural and legacy from 

the human / industrial activities.

 Wireline logging.

 Seismic Monitoring.

 Baseline monitoring.

 Implementation of remote and in-situ monitoring systems.  Considered design of wellbores, locations and proximities 

to enhance value.

 Sensor array design / instrumented depth ranges.

 The drilling phase, which will include monitoring while drilling; 

sampling of core and fluids, downhole geophysical logging and 

installation of downhole instrumentation.

 Ensure wellsite services are of highest quality e.g. 

mudlogging providing spectral gas, accessing the latest in 

coring technology.

 Ensure wells access the widest range of local geology and 

structures as possible.

 Ongoing (legacy) monitoring and sampling.  Design wells to meet immediate needs (3 years) but do not 

preclude what may be considered over the lifetime of the 

infrastructure (15-20 years).

 Programme of well integrity monitoring to be in place for 

lifetime of project e.g. corrosion / METT logs, caliper, video 

logging of casing.

 Conduction of downhole experiments and related sampling and 

monitoring.

 Design and place wells to ensure repeated access. 

 *If* Craven Group entered then isolated, monitor integrity 

of wellbore elements.
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Technology

• Technological Trajectories

• Technology Management – road mapping, incremental vs. 

disruptive innovation, potential for strategic partnerships based 

on technologies et al.

• Dovetailing with BGS Informatics

• Science Communication (web portals, digital datasets)
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Technology

• Looking at fibre optic for stress/strain, seismic (DAS) and 

temperature (DAT), compare with 3-component acquisition?

• Fibre optic for lateral seismic array for shallow seismic 

definition, understanding environmental noise?

• Pressurised coring, pressurised sidewall coring; benefits and 

limitations?

• Spectral gas, gas ratios, isotubes (isotech); accuracy, 

repeatability, sample quality?

• Geomicrobiology sample methodology 
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Research using ESIOS infrastructure

• ESIOS is a capital project and the facilities at the centres will be operated by BGS.

• Strategic science conducted using ESIOS facilities can be generated through the 

NERC strategic research funding process, via the NERC ideas process for 

highlight topics and Strategic Programme Areas or through Joint Strategic 

Response. It is expected that discovery science will also utilise ESIOS for 

research, and the facilities will be available for innovation and training activities.

• ESIOS will provide the experimental infrastructure for independent research 

including commissioning new subsurface wells, monitoring, sampling and sample 

curation and data handling.

• Three elements - Monitoring, Testing and Experiment, Complete openness and 

transparency
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Funding work at ESIOS sites

“In due course NERC will make 

money available through 

research appointments and 

announcement of opportunities.”

Keywords: ESIOS, UK Earth Observatory
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Questions?

Shale gas

Microwave fracking?

Combined shale/geothermal?

UCG

Combined UCG/CCS

‘Deep gas winning’

CAES

Best rocks to do this?

CCS Injectivity

Biological interactions

Gas storage

Salt heterogeneity

Cavern construction

Geothermal

Tight sandstones hot water


